
Redox reactions – galvanic cells 

Lesson 4 

Oxidation = anode(-), reduction = cathode(+), electrons flow from anode to cathode. 

Two half cells were set up. One half cell contained the reductant Cu metal and its conjugate oxidant 

Cu2+ ions in solution while the other contained the reductant  Pb metal and its conjugate oxidant 

Pb2+ ions in solution. 

Will a reaction occur? 

 

 

 

What is the voltage of the cell 

 

 

 

Indicate on the diagram the 

Anode and its polarity 

Cathode and its polarity 

Direction of electron flow 

Direction of negative ion flow 

Direction of positive ion flow 

Write the 

Oxidation half equation_________________________ 

Reduction half equation________________________ 

Overall equation  Cu2+(aq) + Pb(s)  Pb2+(aq) + Cu(s) 

 

Steps to follow when analysing a galvanic cell 

 

 

Consider the following galvanic cells 

Will a reaction occur? 

What is the theoretical cell voltage (EMF)? 

Indicate on the diagram the 

Anode and its polarity 

Cathode and its polarity 

Direction of electron flow 

Direction of negative ion flow 

 

 

 



Direction of positive ion flow 

Write the 

Oxidation half equation_________________________ 

 

Reduction half equation ________________________ 

Overall equation _____________________________________________ 

Consider the following galvanic cells 

Will a reaction occur? 

What is the theoretical cell voltage (EMF)? 

Indicate on the diagram the 

Anode and its polarity 

Cathode and its polarity 

Direction of electron flow 

Direction of negative ion flow 

Direction of positive ion flow 

Write the 

Oxidation half equation_________________________ 

Reduction half equation ________________________ 

Overall equation _____________________________________________ 

Indicate on the diagram the 

Anode and its polarity 

Cathode and its polarity 

Direction of electron flow 

Direction of negative ion flow 

Direction of positive ion flow 

Write the 

Oxidation half equation_________________________ 

Reduction half equation ________________________ 

 

Overall equation _____________________________________________ 

What is electrode “X” made of.  

What properties should the material that electrode “X” is made of have? 

 

Will a reaction occur? 

What is the theoretical cell voltage (EMF)? 

Indicate on the diagram the 

Anode and its polarity 

Cathode and its polarity 

 

 

 



Direction of electron flow 

Direction of negative ion flow 

Direction of positive ion flow 

Write the 

Oxidation half equation_________________________ 

 

Reduction half equation ________________________ 

 

Overall equation _____________________________________________ 

 

 

Will a reaction occur? 

What is the theoretical cell voltage (EMF)? 

Indicate on the diagram the 

Anode and its polarity 

Cathode and its polarity 

Direction of electron flow 

Direction of negative ion flow 

Direction of positive ion flow 

Write the 

Oxidation half equation_________________________ 

 

Reduction half equation ________________________ 

 

Overall equation _____________________________________________ 

 

 


